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Working the price plateau
Bunnings uses key price points to shift markets

I

f retailers are going to compete effectively in the
new home improvement market that is currently
developing, it’s essential that they have a good
understanding of the strategies Bunnings brings to
that market.
In particular, it is not going to be helpful if competing retailers simply see Bunnings — in the recent words
of one senior retail manager — as a “big green moon”
which has the intent of “gobbling up” smaller retailers.
This is misleading, and will result in retailers adopting
poor strategies.
These assumptions about Bunnings are misguided,
though understandable. One point we would make is
that this analysis of Bunnings is based on the expectations of retailers which follow a HiLo pricing strategy. In
the everyday low pricing (EDLP) environment of Bunnings, the expectations should be somewhat different.
This is not to say that the actions of Bunnings, in
particular its expansion in key markets, do not contribute to reduced performance by competitors, and that
this increases the likelihood of their failure. However,
this is seldom (if ever) a part of the actual intent of
Bunnings.

Markets not competitors
While HNN is sure that Bunnings — through Wesfarmers, its parent — does have ethical and good
business practice in mind at all times, there is an even
stronger reason why it does not usually engage in that
kind of direct store-on-store competition: It is simply
not very efficient.
Bunnings is not primarily concerned with its competitors. It is, instead, very interested in markets.
“Going after” competitors would mean the waste of
much effort and some capital expenditure. Developing
markets is, in large part, self-funding, and has the goal
of increasing returns, rather than just expanding market
share.
In developing markets, Bunnings brings the following strong capabilities to the situation:
• Scale
• Supply chain efficiencies
• Product development through exclusive brands
• External brand supplier relationships
• Brand/store integrations

Pricing strategies
A great deal of commentary has been written about
the difference between HiLo (aka “PROMO”) and EDLP
pricing strategies. However, much of this commentary
fails to fully understand the difference between these
two strategies, the consequences of the adoption of
each, and how the two strategies interact in the marketplace.
The basics are, today, pretty much well-known by
most in the retail industry. The HiLo strategy relies on
products priced for a strong margin, which are then
discounted through special promotional offers to deliver better volumes. At its extreme, these pricing fluctuations create “loss leaders”, which are products that
produce little margin themselves, but lead to adjacent
sales at stronger margins.
The EDLP strategy relies on consistently competitively priced products, which deliver lower margin, but
sell at higher volumes.
A good starting point is to acknowledge that neither
of these two strategies is “pure play”. When implemented, each incorporates elements of the other. For
example, in supermarkets that use HiLo pricing strategies, the price of key commodity goods, such as bread
and milk, are actually EDLP determined. Similarly, EDLP
operators will offer “special” deals, and employ these
as a means to attract additional customers, volume and
therefore revenue.
What is interesting, and in some ways crucial to understanding how these pricing strategies work, is that
when they apparently employ tactics from the other
strategy, the effect of those tactics changes.
For example, where HiLo supermarkets sell lowpriced milk and bread, the intent is not (as it would
be with EDLP) to create high volumes. Instead, it is all
about removing a possible customer objection. Customers are highly sensitive to pricing of food staples,
and will resent paying even a few cents more than a
competitor.
Similarly, in the HiLo strategy environment a sale
price reduction is nearly always aimed directly at a
competitor in an effort to undercut their prices, and so
take some of their revenue. However, when prices are
reduced on a product line in an EDLP environment, it
is not the competitor that is the primary focus, but the
overall market itself.
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This is an essential point to understand. Low prices
in EDLP seek to redefine the market in which the retailer operates. The goal of these prices is to re-establish
overall competition in these markets such that the
retailer will enjoy an advantage over competitors.
This means that, most of the times, a sharp change
in prices in EDLP is a back-reference to some change
or event in the retailer’s supply chain.
A good example is Bunnings’ introduction of the
$99 Ozito combination mitre saw and stand (http://goo.
gl/GHjM84). This isn’t just about offering great value, it
also about changing the market for inexpensive mitre
saws. We can see how it “ticks the boxes” when it
comes to the strengths of Bunnings mentioned above:
• Scale: as a low-price offering it will attract volume
• Supply chain efficiencies: this is not an example of
a retailer combining two readily available products
into a kit or a package deal; this is a custom product that originates with Ozito, which means a single
stockkeeping unit (SKU), not the pairing of two or
more SKUs
• Product development through exclusive brands: the
product idea is likely the product of both Bunnings
and Ozito input
• Brand/store integrations: this particular offer is provided with premium placement in Bunnings stores
Much current analysis would tend to look at such
a product, and see it as a winning offer strictly through
price alone. The reality is this kind of product offer
“wins” because it directly affects and resets the market
in such a way that competitors, using the capabilities
they have available to them, cannot match it.

The market and store strategies of Bunnings make
for a very interesting subject. It is also a quite complex
area to get into. HNN has planned a series of articles
over the coming months to look deeper into this subject.
In this article we are going to begin by looking at
one small part of the Bunnings strategy, the part that
has to do with products, specifically power tools.
Power tools are a great example to use, as so much
is known about them, and so much data is available.
More than almost any other product, they are also
comparable across retailers and national/international
markets.
To begin exploring power tools and how Bunnings
structures this market, we will look at some charts of
different retailers in Australia, the US and (later) the UK.
These charts use data that relates to cordless
power drills. This includes both “bare”, “skin-only”
tools without batteries and chargers, as well as kits that
include chargers and one or two batteries, and accessories such as a set of drill bits. Kits that are based on
more than one tool (such as drill/impact driver combinations) are excluded. The charts use the original
currencies of the retailers. This is all about customer
experience, so the actual numbers themselves count.

First looks
In order to discuss any one single chart, it’s necessary
to have some reference to the other charts as well,
so we’ll start by looking through all four that HNN has
produced.

Restructuring markets
Retailers effectively establish “the rules” of markets
by setting the expectations and values of the markets.
Customers follow the pathways established by these
expectations to find the best value and solutions to
their needs.
As is indicated above, the way Bunnings disrupts a
market is not to learn “the rules” and then tweak its operations to take advantage of these. Instead, Bunnings
takes direct action to change those rules, so that the
market better conforms to Bunnings’ best capabilities.
HNN has suggested several times in the past that
Bunnings is partly in the business of surprise. At these
moments of surprise, when its customers suddenly find
themselves confronted by a deal that is far better than
anything they could possibly have imagined — which
triggers if not an actual purchase, then at least an impulse to buy — this is exactly when Bunnings is in the
process of restructuring the market.

Product focus

Different value concepts: Masters, top,
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Bunnings
There are two easily-seen
characteristics of this chart that are
worth noting. The first is that there
is a relatively even distribution of
products in the under $100, $100
to $200, and $200 to $300 bands.
The second characteristic are the
pricing plateaus that appear at
the $200 and the $300 level, with
weaker plateaus at the $100 and
$130 level. We will return to these,
as they are clear indicators of what
is going on with pricing at Bunnings.

Masters
The Masters chart (Figure 2)
shows a strong price plateau at the
$200 level, and a weaker plateau
at the $120 level. The price area
around $300 is much less well-developed than Bunnings.

Figure 1: Bunnings price chart for power drills

The Home Depot
The Home Depot chart (Figure 3) is highly plateaued, though
this is also a function of the chart
showing many more products
than any of the other charts. The
three strongest plateaus are at the
USD100, USD129, USD169 and
USD279 marks. As we will see
when we examine these later, these
plateaus have some unique features that make them quite different
from those of the other retailers.

Figure 2: Masters price chart for power drills

Masters and Bunnings
at $200
Let’s start by taking a look at the
very different nature of the $200
plateau for Bunnings and Masters.
The drills that Bunnings offers just
below $200 are shown in Figure 4,
and the drills that Masters offers at
this leve are shown in Figure 5.
If you were seeking for one
single datapoint that would sum up
what happened in the competition
between Bunnings and Masters,
this would be it. There is nothing
actually wrong with any of these

Figure 3: The Home Depot price chart for power drills
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tools, but it is as though Masters
hasn’t really thought through the kind
of tool that people will be spending
$200 on. More than anything, a $200
is going to have to either “establish”
a brand of corded tool for a customer,
or else significantly contribute to an
already established collection.
The Bosch 10.8-volt Blue drill,
for example, is a good tool, but the
overall 10.8-volt blue range is very
limited. WORX is a good brand, but
it is a little limited, and makes up for
this by offering inventively designed
specialty tools, but it appeals more
to single tool or limited multi-tool
purchasers. The Panasonic is without
doubt probably the best quality tool
offered at this price-point by Masters
or Bunnings, but for most people
it will be an “orphan” tool, as it is
steeply discounted and prohibitively
expensive to build out a collection.
The Hitachi drill is good quality
and, for that range, this is a good
price — Hitachi charges a premium
for batteries and chargers. However, its overall tool range is limited in
cordless — something the company
will no doubt fix now it has acquired
Metabo.
Then there is the Bosch Green
drill. This is a broad range, and the
drill that is offered is not a bad model.
But for Bosch Green at this price
point, customers expect something
a little special, not the mid-range 18volt drill/driver.
Masters’ best effort at this price
point is likely its Stanley FatMax drill,
complete with two 2.0 amp-hour batteries and charger. It is a tool with a
broad range to back it up, and a new
design.
Except, of course, that Bunnings
is offering the FatMax’s big brother,
DeWalt, at the same price point. The
DeWalt kit on offer does have two 1.3
amp-hour batteries, which is a step
down, but in terms of value, would
outshine the FatMax in most people’s
estimation, though some would prefer
the FatMax as building out a tool set
would likely cost less.

Figure 4: Bunnings power drills at $200 plateau

Figure 5: Masters power drills at $200 plateau
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There is a similar situation when it comes to the
Bosch. The Bosch PSR that Bunnings offers is brushless, it has a unique, new design, and it features some
of the company’s latest power-saving technology. It is a
real “establishment” tool, that will convince a customer
to adopt Bosch Green as their main tool system.
This tool, and all the other tools that Bunnings
offers at this price point make it seem as though Bunnings is whacking its competitors over the head with
its great brand offering. There is the low-mid range
DeWalt kit, two Makitas, one a skin-only brushless, and
the other a full-kit brushed tool. And, of course, what is
really Bunnings absolute ace-in-the-hole, a mid-range
Ryobi drill kit.

The role of Ryobi
The Ryobi brand might have been custom-made
for Bunnings and its segmentless market strategy.
The owner of the brand, Techtronic Industries (TTI),
has done a great job steadily building this brand out,
expanding it from its low-cost roots, to a brand that
actually encompasses a wide range of capabilities in a
low cost way. Figure 6 clearly shows how Bunnings has
used Ryobi as a “backbone” brand, spanning a range
from very low cost to quite expensive.
You could say that one of the major tasks that
Masters faced was the establishment of its own version
of Ryobi. It made some moves towards that through
Triton, but it faced a difficult task in establishing that
brand’s identity clearly for its customers.

One conclusion we could draw from this is that in
the US market Milwaukee as a manufacturer is doing
the same thing Bunnings is doing as a retailer in the
Australian market: rewiring customer expectations to
suit its own particular strengths.

Competing with Bunnings
This price plateau, and most of the others that Bunnings has developed, are used by the retailer as an
important part of its market strategy. By providing very
competitive value at these key points, it effectively “rewires” customer expectations.
If we were to look for the vulnerability in the Bunnings strategy, we would say that it rests in an underlying philosophy regarding tools that is not at first readily
apparent. That philosophy might be described as
following first and foremost “the tradie way”.
What we mean by this is that consumers are expected to accept the way that tradies perform maintenance and construction tasks as setting a kind of “gold
standard” that they are expected to aspire to. This
means that in setting out to achieve a DIY task they
frequently have to learn complex systems to achieve
their goals.

Home Depot plateaus
In the US market the influence of TTI would seem to
extend considerably beyond the use of its Ryobi brand.
If we look at each of the major plateaus in the Home
Depot range, it is striking how much a part TTI’s MilThe USD99 price point for Home Depot
waukee brand plays in establishing these.
At the crucial USD99 level,
Milwaukee provides five of Home Depot’s 13 drills at that price point. At
USD129 Milwaukee has four of the
nine products, and at the USD169
level, Milwaukee provides seven of
the nine products.
Some of the products offered
by Milwaukee represent outstanding
value. For example, at the USD99
level, Milwaukee offer the (older) M18
18-volt Lithium-ion cordless drill/
driver kit. It does feature just one 1.5
amp-hour battery, but this is still a
great offer for customers seeking to
establish themselves in the MilwauFigure 6: Bunnings power drills price chart with Ryobi
kee brand.
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If we look at the actual building products that are
being developed for DIY consumers, however, we can
clearly see that there is a strong tendency to find ways
to make it easier for consumers to achieve their goals
without having to go through an extensive learning
process.
One area where this is very clear is in paints, where
we are beginning to see a strong shift away from
highlighting the durability and scuff protection of wall
paints, to highlighting the ease of application of the
paint. Consumers have now come to expect premium
paint will last for some time. Their main anxiety is now
focused on whether they will be able, with their limited
skills, to produce a reasonable finish.
It seems possible that we will see a similar shift
in consumer buying habits as regards power tools in
the near future. Already some brands — most notably
Positec’s WORX — have started to make tools that are
unlikely to suit tradies, but which do make sense for
consumers.
To cite two examples of the kind of design considerations that consumers have, consider tool organisation. A typical consumer situation is to find the main
tool, but not be able to locate a particular bit or other
accessory. On-tool storage for these accessories is a
great boon to the consumer, but not highly regarded by
the average tradie, who probably has a very well-organised tool box.
Consider also the problem of tool storage itself.
As more Australians move into multi-dwelling accommodation, with less floorspace and often cramped
storage, the size of tools and the amount of space they
consume has become a growing concern. Again, not
something a tradie thinks that much about.
One reason this area has not been effectively
explored by independent retailers is that most of them
have moved their business increasingly towards trade
retail in an effort to find areas where they do not directly
compete with Bunnings.
Many independent retailers would really benefit
from considering what moves they could take to directly boost their consumer retail efforts. A good place to
start is to simply acknowledge that many consumers
will just never have anything like good DIY skills, but
still want to achieve some basic DIY tasks. How can
retailers help them out, without insisting they become
“junior tradies”?

Click ad to visit
hbt.net.au
hnn.bz
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B&Q and Bunnings
The B&Q pricing model is not designed around price
plateaus. Instead it relies on a “bracketing” approach,
which provides a high/low alternative around particular
price points. Thus instead of encountering astounding
value at one price-point, every buying decision becomes a matter of choosing between going a model up
or a model down. This results in the shape of its pricing
graph, which shows a steady upwards slant, though
minor pricing arcs can also be detected (Figure 7).
In case that isn’t enough to entirely convinced, we
have also taken the price points from a wider range
of power-tools and graphed these for both Bunnings
and B&Q (Figures 8 and 9). These include drills, sanders, mitre-saws, angle grinders and jigsaws. Even with
these larger and more varied samples, the Bunnings
graph continues to show plateaus, and B&Q really
doesn’t.

Bracketing and HiLo
This kind of bracketing approach works usually in
conjunction with a HiLo pricing model. To take a current example, B&Q introduced a special deal on three
Bosch power-tools for the weekend of 21-22 February
2016 (Figure 10).
The regular price of the Bosch Cordless 10.8V LiIon Hammer Drill 1 Battery PSB 1080 LI-2 was GBP63,
reduced to GBP42. This places it alongside the Mac
Allister Cordless 10.8V Li-Ion Drill Driver 1 Battery
MSDD108-LI at GBP40, and well below the Ryobi
Cordless 12V Li-Ion Drill Driver 1 Battery RCD12011L
at GBP57 — neither of which offer a hammer action. A
similar comparison also results with the price reduction
in the Bosch Green 900 PEL jigsaw.
It is a very simple proposition for
the customer: now you can afford
the high-end choice, for the price of
the low-end choice. For those that
have been prevaricating between the
two, it sends a “buy” signal.

face considerable obstacles, as B&Q has control over
some of the brands that Bunnings is used to using.
Figure 12 gives a rough idea of how the various tool
brands match up with markets. It is clear from this just
how unique Ryobi is in the market, and how sorely it
will likely be missed by Bunnings in the UK.
One scenario could see Bunnings gaining control of
TTI’s AEG brand, which B&Q has ceased to distribute.
This could be combined with the new line of products
brought out by Hitachi/Metabo to create some effective
competition.
An even more intriguing strategy could see Bunnings work further with Ozito to establish a slightly
more premium brand — a true “Ozito Plus”. Rather
than extending over the entire range that Ryobi covers,
this could target a set of particular price plateau points,
and help to deliver the tools Bunnings needs to start
rewiring the UK market.

Conclusions
One of the interesting conflicts that has been set up
in the tool market today is between brands that seek
to split consumer tools away from trade/construction/
industrial tools, and those that wnat to extend a single
brand to cover the entire spectrum of use.
Stanley Black&Decker has gone the furthest in splitting up its tool range, with its low-end Black&Decker
brand, its mid-range Stanley FatMax, and its high-end
DeWalt brand. Bosch has its Blue and Green brands,
and it is arguable that Positec has done the same thing
with its WORX consumer brand and its more rugged
Rockwell brand.

Tool lines between B&Q and
Bunnings
As Figure 11 indicates, B&Q
certainly has a good understanding
of Ryobi’s potential.
It seems likely that in competing
with B&Q through its UK Homebase
acquisition, Bunnings will seek to
introduce effective pricing plateaus
at around the GBP80 and GBP110
ranges. In doing so, however, it will

Figure 7: B&Q power drills price chart
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Makita has been simply superb at
placing its brand in a very profitable
single spectrum of the market, and
that seems to be the type of placement that Hitachi Koki is also looking for, though its market does not
precisely overlap Makita.
As has often been the case,
however, it is TTI that has the most
intriguing brand strategy at the moment. Five or six years ago, its brand
strategy seemed to be quite clearcut, and to follow something close
to what Stanley Black&Decker was
doing (no surprise, as the CEO of TTI,
Joe Giallo, was a senior executive at
Black& Decker, before going to Rubbermaid and then on to TTI).
Ryobi was the value brand, AEG
and RIDGID in the US were the
prosumer/craftsman brands, and
Milwaukee was the trade/building/
construction brand.
Over the last several years, however, TTI has begun to evolve all of
these brands in new directions. The
most obvious sign of this is the development of the One-Key “Internet
of Things” wireless communication
system for some of the company’s
Milwaukee tools. What this is effectively doing is splitting the Milwaukee
line into tools that used for larger
scale industrial and construction
activities from those that are used in
standard trade and buidling activities. It seems likely that in the near
future we will see these two sets
of tools grow further apart through
additional specialisation. TTI is
without doubt planning to go after
markets currently held by Hilti, as
well as Panasonic.
This is causing both of those
brands to seek out down-range
markets, as they try to build their
revenue base. There are rumours,
for example, that Panasonic is
planning to launch tools that would
compete at a level just above DeWalt tools.
Even more interesting, however,
is the development of the Ryobi
brand, which has progressively ex-

Figure 8: Bunnings power tools price chart

Figure 9: B&Q power tools price chart

Figure 11: B&Q power drills price chart with Ryobi highlighted
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tended its market reach further up from consumer into
trade usage. One of the research activities HNN pursues is to drop by local building construction sites to
see what tools are being used. We have been surprised
at seeing an increasing number of the yellow-green
Ryobi tools showing up.
Another clear indication of Ryobi’s pursuit of a more
serious niche in power tools is that it now offers a sixport battery charger — a sure sign that the company is
expanding into the trade/maintenance area. The availability of such chargers is, for example, a requirement
for many government procurement contracts.
If you still have doubts about the extension of Ryobi
into the trade area, you might read the review of the
Ryobi P1812 One+ Hammer Drill Kit on the US tools
site Pro Tools Review. They put the Ryobi through the
same tests they use for heavy-duty tools. It performed
surprisingly well.

Figure 10: Discount deals from B&Q, Feb
2016

http://goo.gl/nuUShB
One possibility is that Ryobi is being moved up the
value chain to make way for a new TTI brand at the
lowest run of the market. TTI also has considerable interests in the vacuum cleaner business, both consumer
and industrial. We could see the company develop a
9-volt range of rechargeable batteries that could be
used in drills, screwdrivers, kitchen appliances and
vacuum cleaners.
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Boral lifts on residential
H1 results show revenue down, EBIT up

“The detached [residential housing]
market is pretty punk”: Boral CEO Mike
Kane

2015/16 H1 Boral Results
AUD millions

A

Category
2015
2014
Change
ustralian-based building products company Boral has reported positive results for
the first half of its FY 2015/16 year. While
2193.7
2212.6
-0.85%
Total revenue
revenue dipped slightly, earnings climbed sub199.5
162.0 23.15%
EBIT
stantially, as years of development work in some
136.6
104.5
30.72
NPAT
sectors began to generate returns.
Revenue came in a $2,200 million, a fall of by
Diluted
$0.180
$0.128 40.63%
earnings per
4% over the previous corresponding period (pcp),
share
which was the first half of FY 2014/15. Earnings
before interest and taxation (EBIT) climbed by 19%
demand, especially in New South Wales.
to $200 million. In the wake of these good results,
Mr Kane was also emphatic in pointing out that, for
and Boral’s share buybacks, earnings per share (EPS)
Boral, residential building support has come predomclimbed a substantial 28% to reach $0.182. Profit
inately from multi-dwelling and high-rise construction,
after tax and net profit after tax (NPAT) were both $137
with detached (single-family houses) residential conmillion.
tinuing in a slump. Using an evocative phrase, Mr Kane
Mike Kane, Boral’s well-known and highly resaid:
spected CEO, was very positive about the company’s
prospects. In his introductory remarks at the results
At the highest point of housing starts in recent
presentation made to financial analysts, he said:
history in Australia, the detached market is pretty
punk.
Boral’s profitability continues to strengthen, with
cost and productivity improvements supporting
Return on funds employed (ROFE)
significant profit growth in the first half of financial
year 2016.
Of particular note is Boral’s ongoing improvement
in its return on funds employed (ROFE). In the com...
pany’s analysis of its performance for FY 2012/13, its
Reported sales revenue of $2.2 billion was down
below-par performance in ROFE was called out for
2% or 4% but that reflects the fact that we no
particular attention. At that time, in its strategic priorilonger import revenues from our Boral East Coast
ties, it stated:
Bricks Operation, following the formation of the
Boral’s EBIT return on funds employed (ROFE)
Boral CSR Bricks JV in May 2015 and the equity
for FY2013 of 4.7% is unacceptably low. Efforts
accounting of that business. Excluding the East
are focused on improving margins through price
Coast Bricks business revenue impact, the reveand cost management as well as imposing strict
nue was broadly steady.
evaluation over capital expenditure returns. The
The construction materials and cement division
business objective is to return ROFE to above
contributed $9 million to EBIT growth, while its Boral
10% within around five years. [Statement from FY
USA operations contributed $16 million to EBIT growth.
2012/13 management analysis, not reported half.]
Construction environment transition
Mr Kane particularly went to some lengths to
explain the Boral situation as being a fortunate one.
He suggests that, for Boral, Australia’s transition form
a mining/resources-based construction environment
to an infrastructure-based construction environment
has been buffered by increases in residential building

In this half the company reported an ROFE of
8.6%, up from 6.9% in the pcp, and part of an ongoing,
steady improvement. In terms of individual divisions:
• Construction materials and cement: 14.8% ROFE
• Building parts: 9.5% ROFE
• Gypsum: 8.5% ROFE
• Boral USA: 2.4% ROFE
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Boral Gypsum

International markets
The company reports a positive outlook on growth
in the US residential building market, as well as
multi-dwelling building and the alterations and additions market in Australia. In Asia, it sees growth in its
South Korean markets, and a flat market in Indonesia.
Mr Kane offered some helpful descriptions of international markets in response to a question from an
analyst:
You’ve got Australia and Korea, gangbusters,
strong markets. You’ve got Thailand and Indonesia, emerging markets that have been challenged
recently with currency issues and adjusting to
the strengthening of the US dollar. Indonesia in
particular is most challenged because all their
inputs are -- and supplies come in US dollars and
their currency has taken a massive hit. So, we get
a favourable translation from Indonesia, Thailand
into the Australian dollar, it doesn’t matter if it’s
been beaten up in terms of profitability because
it’s been buying its raw materials and inputs in
US dollars.

Both revenue and earnings climbed for this division. Revenue grew by 13% to $718 million, while EBIT
increased 30% to $91 million. One of the main drivers
of this division’s success was its Sheetrock product,
which achieved both volume and price gains in the
market. In his opening remarks to investment analysts,
Mr Kane commented that:
We, in collaboration and working very closely with
USG’s technical people across all the board lines
that we’ve converted, have been able to achieve
something that we didn’t expect to achieve in this
joint venture and that is cost neutrality for the institution of the new technology at these plants. We
have not increased our costs as we had expected to do when we initially entered into this joint
venture. It’s an extraordinary achievement of the
manufacturing and technical people, mostly from
USG.

Now I’m not worried about Indonesia and Thailand. To me that’s -- this is classic examples of
stops and starts in Asian developing markets. It’s
been happening for 20 years. I still believe that
the underlying story is 7% compounded annual
growth over a 20 year period in these markets.

Divisional performance
All divisions reported positive growth results for the
half.

Construction materials and cement
Revenue for this division fell by
8% to $149 billion, while EBIT rose by
6% to $159 million. Contributors to the
EBIT rise included $4 million in damages paid by the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union for its
alleged secondary boycott activities,
as well as operational efficiencies.

Building products
Revenue for this division fell by
27% to $192 million, while EBIT rose
by 15% to $17 million. The growth
was driven by the performance of the
company’s brick making joint venture,
strong roofing sales, while earnings
from timber declined slightly.
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Boral USA
This division turned around a negative EBIT of $8
million in the pcp to record a positive EBIT of $8 million
in the reported half. Revenue rose by 28% to reach
$512 million.

Positives and negatives
While results were overall good, the company did report
some areas of ongoing concern.

Positives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concrete earnings up
Quarries earnings stronger
Cement sales stronger in NSW
Cement prices overall higher
Boral CSR Bricks joint venture
Price increase for bricks and roofing products
Shift to higher-priced roofing products
Sheetrock products achieve 5% price premium
Sheetrock volumes in Australia up 12% with 5%
price increase
• Boral USA bricks prices up 1%
• Boral USA roofing revenue up by 11% as volume
increases by 11% and price growth of 1%

Negatives
• Concrete has weaker volumes (2% decline due to
LNG projects)
• Quarries have lower volumes
• Asphalt earnings weak in Queensland
• Asphalt has lower volumes in Victoria and Western
Australia
• Timber earnings declined slightly

Understanding the transition
Boral presented an interesting slide
which illustrated how much of a transition year 2015/16 is for the company
(see figure at right).
This chart, based on data from
Macromonitor, reveals a number of
interesting features. One is the extent
of work in road construction that will
take place in NSW, with the combined
NorthConnex and WestConnext project, along with Queensland’s Bruce
Highway upgrade, making up about
50% of the peak expenditure in 2018
and 2019.
In his introductory remarks to the
analysts presentation, Mr Kane said:

of a slowdown in major resource-based projects,
but confident that the pipeline of major roads and
infrastructure work that is coming later this year
and more so in financial year 2017, we’re well
positioned to supply at least our fair share of that
work.
In answering a question from analyst Emily Smith of
Deutsceh Bank on the development of the US market
for Boral products, Mr Kane said:
I looked at the results last night coming out of [US/
Canada-based aggregates and building materials
supplier] Martin Marietta, which were very positive
about the materials market. I look to those guys
because they lead me into what I can expect to
see in housing results broad building products.
I saw a similar result over here with [Australia’s]
CIMIC, Leighton’s, this morning, confirming our
view that in both markets we’re seeing very positive signs for the immediate future and the long
term.
[CIMIC reported a 20% increase in profit on a continuing operations basis for its full year 2015, and has
forecast continued growth in 2016.]
Mr Kane responded to a further question from Ms
Smith by explaining more about the effects of the transition directly on Boral, especially the cushioning nature
of housing:
The second thing you have to understand is as we
move from mining and resource projects, a lot of
these -- the only ones that we really got benefit
from were the LNG projects which as you know
contributed about 10% of our revenue during the
peak of the LNG projects.

We are in the middle of a transition
period, currently feeling the impacts
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That is clearly tailing off, but at the same time
we’ve been buoyed by this housing phenomenon in the eastern states, which I’m grateful for,
because there’s a delay between the mining and
resource falling off and the road, highway and
infrastructure coming on which is really a 2017,
2018, 2019 phenomena.
So, the air under our wings has been this housing,
which is really a misnomer. It’s not housing. It’s
apartments and high rise buildings. So that’s why
you see our construction materials division and
our Gypsum division taking full advantage of this.
Whereas our building products division has to
struggle because they’re just a detached housing
story and that detached housing story hasn’t been
all that dramatic through this period in time.
At the highest point of housing starts in recent
history in Australia, the detached market is pretty
punk.

Analysis
The extent of the low point that has occurred for 2014
and 2015 is quite marked. HNN believes that this is in
part due not so much to reduced expectations caused
by the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2008/9, but rather
to an actual difficulty in planning itself. The GFC did not
simply crash a number of forecast models, it altered the
nature of forecasting itself in Australia.
In the past, much of Australian urban planning
has dealt with balancing the benefits of centralisation
from a productivity standpoint with the advantages of
decentralisation from a built environment and shared
infrastructure standpoint. These new projects in NSW
and Queensland mark a move away from these concerns towards the creation of Economic Development
Zones which, instead of being encompassed by cities,
encompass cities within them. As the “Project Overview” document for WestConnex from the NSW Government states:
With another one million people calling Sydney
home over the next 10 years, the M4 and M5 corridors will perform an even more important role in
linking the Global Economic Corridor in Sydney’s
east with the growing population and new development areas across western and south western
Sydney.
In contrast, Victoria remains committed to a 1990s
view of its planning as being about centralisation. This
indicates further future potential when this state transitions to the new planning model as well.
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ITW 2015 results

U

Revenue down, key metrics up

S manufacturer Illinois Tool Works (ITW)
2015 ITW Results
has reported its results for fourth quarter
USD millions
and full-year 2015. The results were largely positive, helped along by a 7% improvement in
Category
2015
2014
Change
the construction products business in Asia-Pacific, led by Australia.
Operating
13,405
14,484
-7.45%
Operating revenue for the 2015 year was
revenue
USD13,405 million, down by 7.5% on the 2014 year
Operating
2867
2888
-0.73
revenue of USD14,484 million. For the fourth quarincome
ter alone, total revenue was USD3.3 billion, down
1899
2946
-35.54
Net income
by 6.5% on the previous corresponding period
(pcp) revenue. Organic revenue declined by 0.6%
Net income
excluding
for the quarter.
1899
1890
-0.48%
extraordinary
Operating income for the 2015 fourth quarter
item
was USD679 million, down by 1% on 2014. Net
income was USD450 million, the same as for the
Operating
20.7%
19.6%
1.10%
margin
2014 fourth quarter.
Net income for 2015 full-year was USD1899
2015 Q4 ITW Results
million, down from USD2946 in 2014 -- the latter
USD millions
figure including a gain of USD1056 from discontinued operations. Absent that one-off factor, net inCategory
2015 Q4
2014 Q4 Change
come for the year was essentially flat as compared
to 2014.
3275
3504
-6.54
Earnings per share (EPS), however, continued to Sales revenue
improve for the company. Fourth quarter EPS came Operating
679
686
-1.02%
in at USD1.24, up 4% over fourth quarter for 2014. income
For the full year EPS came in at USD5.13. This was Operating
20.7%
19.6%
1.10%
up by 10% over 2014. The company stated that,
margin
excluding the impact of currency transactions, EPS
Construction
would have improved by 19%.
378
402
-5.97%
As a company that concentrates very much on Sales revenue
its operating performance, ITW was very pleased
Operating
19.9%
15.7%
4.20%
to see its operating margins improve substantially.
margin
In the fourth quarter 2015 this reached 20.7%, an
declined by 5.6%. The company suggested this was
increase of 1.1%. For full-year 2015, the operating
partly due to unusually high performance in sectors
margin came in at 21.4%, an increase of 1.5% over
such as welding during the comparative fourth quarter
2014.
of 2014.
The company also reaffirmed its previous guidance
International operations recorded an increase of
for its 2016 year. This is for EPS to grow to between
0.6%
for the fourth quarter, with consumer-facing revUSD5.35 and USD5.55, an average increase of around
enue up 4.6%, and industrial-facing revenue slumping
6% over 2015.
5.7%. Chinese revenue fell by 0.4% for the quarter,
Divisional performance
while overall automotive OEM revenue increased by
14%.

Revenue

For the fourth quarter ITW’s North American operations revenue contracted by 1.6%. Consumer facing
operations grew by 2%, but industrial-facing operations

Operating margin
Test & measurement/electronics, food equipment,
construction products and specialty products all con-
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tributed strongly to growth in operating margin, while
welding and automotive OEM both showed declines.
Enterprise initiatives were the strongest source of
growth in operating margin, while contraction in volume
imposed a slight drag.

Construction products
Total fourth quarter revenue for ITW’s construction
division came in at USD378 million, down from USD402
million in the pcp. Organic revenue growth was 3%,
ITW reports. Operating margin improved by 15.7%
in 2014 to 19.9%, a boost of 4.2%. The Asia-Pacific
region returned strong revenue growth of 7%, led by
the residential construction and renovation market in
Australia. North America grew by 2%, while the European market was essentially flat.

Other divisions
Fourth quarter results for ITW’s other divisions are
as follows:
Automotive OEM had its total revenue decline from
USD620 million to USD615 million, a fall of 1%. Organic
revenue grew by 5%. Operating margin for the quarter
fell by 0.3% to 22%.
Test & measurement/electronics saw total revenue
fall from USD541 million to USD500 million, an overall
fall of 8%, while organic revenue fell by 3%. Operating
margin improved by 3% to 18.1%.
Food equipment reported a fall in revenue from
USD554 million to USD532 million, a decline of 4%,
while organic revenue climbed by 2%. Operating margin improved by 2.2% to 23.9%.
Polymers and fluids reported a fall in total revenue
from USD452 million to USD402 million, a loss of 11%,
while organic revenue fell by 3%. Organic revenue in
the Asia-Pacific region improved by 9%. Operating
margin improved by 0.7% to reach 18.2%.
Welding saw total revenues fall by 14%, from
USD458 million to USD395 million. Organic revenues
fell by 11%. Operating margin slipped by 2.9% to
22.5%.
Specialty
products had
total revenue fall
from USD482
million to USD458
million, a loss of
5%, while organic
revenue remained
flat. Operating
margin, however,
improved by 4%,
reaching 23%.
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Lowe’s to buy Rona

L

Second time lucky for Canadian acquisition

owe’s has won a CAD3.2 billion (all cash) deal
to acquire Quebec-based Rona. The US home
improvement firm is paying a big premium of
more than twice the retailer’s share price to win over
Rona’s board, key investors and others.
The merged company will be almost tied with Home
Depot as Canada’s biggest home improvement retailer, with CAD5.6 billion in annual revenue, according to
estimates from the industry publication Hardlines.
Rona currently has 236 corporate locations and 260
retailer-owned stores and Lowe’s has 42 big box locations in Canada, a number that will grow to closer to 70
stores over the next three years due to the acquisition
of former Target locations and planned new stores.
To win the deal, Lowe’s made some pledges to
soothe concerns in Quebec about letting the company
fall into foreign hands. It said it will preserve most of
Rona’s employees and key leaders, and made other
commitments to ensure its operations respond to the
needs of local customers.
Other concessions that Rona secured from Lowe’s
include keeping the head office in Boucherville, Quebec
and maintaining its various store banners. Lowe’s also
pledged to continue Rona’s local and ethical buying
strategy and “potentially expand relationships” with
Canadian suppliers.
The deal already has the critical approval of the
Caisse de depot et placement du Quebec, Rona’s
largest shareholder, as well as Dominique Anglade, the
new Quebec Minister of the Economy, Sciences and
Innovation.
Still, it will require approval from Canada’s antitrust authority, known as the Competition Bureau, and
Lowe’s needs to show that the deal would generate
economic benefit for Canada under the country’s foreign takeover rules.

Strategy for growth
Lowe’s sees more than CAD1 billion
in opportunities to increase revenue
and operating profit with a potential to
double operating profit during the next
five years. It plans to achieve these
goals through measures such as leveraging existing supplier relationships
and scale, adding appliances and its
own private label products to Rona
stores.

Lowe’s said it expects the combined Canadian
operations to represent about 7% of its total annual
revenue.
Canada’s home improvement industry is worth
more than CAD45 billion a year and is growing at an estimated compound annual rate of 3.9% a year, according to Lowe’s CEO Robert Niblock.
Acquiring Rona will give it the scale it has long
sought in the Canada and it will gain a significant foothold in Quebec, which accounts for 25% of Canada’s
home improvement market. None of Lowe’s Canadian
stores are currently located in Quebec, where Rona is
most dominant.
Another advantage of the acquisition is Rona’s vast
network of small stores in neighbourhood and rural
markets — something Home Depot lacks, with the exception of a handful of smaller-footprint urban locations
in Canada. Mark Satov, business advisor and founder
of Toronto-based Satov Consultants told the National
Post:
A consumer does not always want to navigate a
large box store, in any category. When you want
a lightbulb or a wrench, you don’t want to go to
Home Depot, you want to go to Home Hardware
or Canadian Tire.
Lowe’s is buying the small format stores that Rona
has, but they are also buying the capability to
manage that, and that is a key part of this because
they do not really have that in the US, either.

Lowe’s in Canada
Robert Sawyer, CEO of Rona, said Lowe’s might
have moved into Quebec in a big way on its own and
put enormous pressure on the Canadian retailer if it
hadn’t done the deal. Rona officials said they expect-

Distribution of Rona stores in Canada
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ed the company’s profits would have been hurt if its
deep-pocketed US rival had opened 20 to 30 stores in
Quebec, which accounts for half of Rona’s revenues.
Robert Chevrier, Rona’s chairman said:
It would have been extremely challenging for the
next five years in the competitive environment that
exists in Canada and more so with the aggressive
approach of Lowe’s opening more stores.
While Lowe’s made progress under Sylvain
Prud’homme -- posting 10 consecutive quarters of
same-store sales gains -- Rona also enjoyed a turnaround under Sawyer. Rona has closed unprofitable
stores in Ontario and Western Canada, divested noncore business lines, streamlined and re-merchandised
its assortment, reduced costs and bought up 20 of its
franchised stores.
Rona itself is at somewhat of a crossroads, with
management having largely executed on its plan and
without a clear plan for an encore, according to a report
by retail analyst Perry Caicco at CIBC World Market.
Lowe’s, for its part, is on a better footing in Canada, Caicco said. Ed Strapagiel, a Toronto-based retail
consultant added:
Lowe’s [business] is much improved over four
years ago, and so is Rona’s.

Local leadership
The decision to put a seasoned Canadian merchant
who speaks French at the head of its Canadian division
three years ago probably helped the home improvement chain to secure the deal. Lowe’s had previously
put executives from its US operations in charge of its
Canadian subsidiary.
In another assist to the takeover deal, the political
landscape in Quebec appears to be more conducive
to a transaction. In 2012, Lowe’s was unsuccessful in
its first attempt to buy Rona with a hostile offer in 2012
that was rejected. The US retail giant failed to understand the political and public sensitivity in Quebec to
a foreign takeover, and found itself faced with strong
opposition to the deal from Rona shareholders and the
Quebec government.
By 2013, Lowe’s moved strategically in naming
Prud’homme, a former executive at Loblaw (Canada’s
largest food retailer) as president of Lowe’s Canada.
Prud’homme said in an interview:
I personally worked in that market, for sure. It was
really important to get the expertise to fulfill the
customer expectation in that market, which is very
specific.
Stephen Beck, managing partner of CG42, a com-

petitive strategy consulting firm in New York, told the
Globe and Mail the decision to keep Prud’homme as
president of the expanded Lowe’s Canada, after the
acquisition is expected to close later this year, bodes
well for the chain.

Appliances and online
As leader of the combined entities, Prud’homme is
tasked with stocking major appliances at Rona to
capitalise on Lowe’s strength in that category. Market
leader Home Depot Canada put a bigger push on appliances when Lowe’s arrived in late 2007.
As well, Prud’homme is looking to use Lowe’s
e-commerce know-how to bolster online shopping at
Rona while taking advantage of the big box retailer’s
significant size to gain savings in its merchandise buying and other operations. He said:
We’re much stronger together because now we
have access to a lot of different things we did not
have access to before.
In a fragmented market that feels the growing presence of cybershopping powerhouse Amazon Canada,
Lowe’s takeover of Rona will put more heat on rivals
such as Home Depot, threatening to steal business in
already competitive segments, including appliances.
Michael Knell, editor of trade publication Home Goods
Online said:
They’re getting into an already crowded marketplace against tough competitors.
Sears Canada is still the leading retailer in appliances with 23.3% of the market, but the number of
merchants selling those products, such as stoves and
refrigerators, has “exploded exponentially” over the
past few years, Knell said.
Still, Prud’homme said Lowe’s has surpassed Sears
in the southern regions as the top appliance seller. He
said:
There’s no reason for us to think we can’t be as
successful with appliances with the rest of the
network.
He believes appliances are a natural fit with home
renovation products. Prud’homme said:
You’re not going to invest in your kitchen most of
the time without changing or updating or upgrading your appliances. It’s just a very natural category that ties up really well with home improvement.
As for Amazon Canada, it continues to build its
home improvement business, said spokeswoman Katie
McFadzean. It has operated a home improvement and
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tools store since the fall of 2011 and sales are “going
great,” she said.
Over the years, we’ve continued to expand our
selection and add brands to the store.

Rest of the industry
The deal is likely to shake up the home improvement industry in Canada. But after the announcement
that Lowe’s is set to acquire Rona, another Canadian
retailer Home Hardware is letting everyone know it is
staying put.
CEO Terry Davis told Bloomberg TV Canada it won’t
be falling in line with the growing number of Canadian
companies being scooped up by American companies.
He said:
Rona wanted to buy us. They have a different culture than we do. They used to have the very same
culture we did, before they went public. It’s just a
whole different business model, different culture,
culture change, and no, we’re not for sale.

Subscribe

With just 20% of their products coming from Asia,
Davis said Home Hardware constantly has to adapt to
the growing retail landscape in the country.
We’ve got great competitors in Canada that keep
us on our toes. Last year we launched our e-commerce platform. Right now, we’re working at the
next iteration of that, which is to ship directly to
the consumer.
Home Hardware was started 51 years ago in St.
Jacobs, where it still has its main office and distribution
centre.
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Indie Store Update
Serving local trades and industry
Tools and Industrial Supplies in West Ipswich (QLD) will
be celebrating its 10th anniversary this year. Ian Moir is
the owner and director while Brett Gray manages the
business.
The store stocks tools, machinery, welders, and
engineering supplies. The staff brings a combined 30
years industry experience and customers benefit from
this acquired knowledge. Gray told the Queensland
Times:
We also have a comprehensive repair and industrial sharpening service. We believe our customers
want high quality tools, prices that are competitive
and advice they can rely on when it comes to tool
selection. We specialise in tooling for the aviation, engineering, manufacturing and automotive
industries.
They are very proud of their place in the Ipswich
community, as an independently owned enterprise.
Gray said:
We are part of the HBT Group for buying power
but apart from that we are locally owned and operated…Businesses do not have to go to Brisbane
to get a deal, we offer the same or better prices,
service and after-sales service…
It is a distributor of brand names such as Milwaukee, Hitachi, Ridgid, Uni-Mig, SP TOOLS, GearWrench,
Kincrome, McMillan, Koken, Geiger, Starrett, Knipex,
Mitutoyo, Led Lenser and more. He said:
We want young ‘tradies’ and apprentices to know
we are here to help. We have apprenticeship
deals, easy credit service and credit deals.

ing business with us. We have some in-house
servicing and also have off-site support but it is
all managed by us…People cannot afford to be
without their tools for very long so we respond to
that need.
http://goo.gl/JIFMbF

SA store wins 2016 AIRR award
A Tailem Bend agricultural supply store in South Australia has beaten 250 other stores to become AIRR’s
(Australian Independent Rural Retailers) best retailer of
the year.
River Murray Trading Post owner Todd Downs told
the Murray Valley Standard: “It’s all down to our customers -- we’ve got a great, loyal following throughout
the Mallee and Murraylands and that’s why the business is growing.”
In its six years, the business has transformed from
a hardware store into a major supplier of fodder to
farmers and horse trainers. AIRR managing director Peter Law commended Downs for his success. He said:
“Transformation of a business takes an unbelievable
amount of hard work and effort. River Murray Trading
Post, as a result...now offer customers as good a range
as any rural store in the country.”
http://goo.gl/6czfZm

Council race for Craig’s owner
Craig Stibbard has been the proprietor of Craig’s
Highfields Home Hardware for more than 20 years. He
will contest the March council elections and told The
Chronicle:
Working in my store and in the area, I talk to a lot
of people. So many of them have worried that they
were not being heard and the council seems to be
ignoring them.

The young people are the future of the industries
and trades so we want to invest into them. They
have to use the right tools and on lower wages so
it can be very difficult. The financial support we
can offer helps them get the right tools for the job
to make it affordable.

After eight years as a councillor with the Crows
Nest Shire Council, the last three as deputy mayor,

Tools and Industrial Supplies also have a comprehensive website at toolsindustrialsupplies.com.au
where it offers online purchasing. Customers just need
to drop into the business to collect their products. He
said:
Often our customers have time at night to look
at what they need, it is just another way of do-

Craig Stibbard
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Stibbard said he was very aware of the communications needed between local government and constituents. He said:
While big business and mega projects are vitally
important to our region, there is no reason that
big, medium and small businesses cannot work
together for the betterment of the community…
Stibbard believes the Toowoomba region is a fantastic area to live and raise a family and all the people
needed was confidence in their council. He said:

Following the success of Mitre 10’s ladies night
events at stores around the country and the growing
confidence Kiwi women have in their DIY skills, Mitre 10
general manager – marketing Dave Elliott was delighted
with the competition and Coatsworth’s win. He said:
With a huge number of Kiwi women running the
show when it comes to DIY projects at home, the
challenge was an awesome showcase for their
skills.
http://goo.gl/zRMmrp

Spotlight on Sunlite Mitre 10

I want to be the councillor who can help return
that confidence, whether they live in Crows Nest,
Clifton, Cotswold Hills or Curzon St…
http://goo.gl/9nxKMS

Five decades of service
Ian Glover has notched up 50 years with Simon Home
Timber and Hardware in Toowoomba (QLD).
He has worked casually at the store since he was
16 years old and became a full-time sales representative at age 19. He is famous for knowing everybody in
town with an ability to strike up a conversation with anyone.
Simon Home Timber and Hardware
celebrated Glover’s achievement with
a sausage sizzle. The 66-year-old said
he had no plans to retire any time soon.
Glover has worked with five generations
of the Simon family including its founder
Morgan.

Sunlite Mitre 10 has been awarded the retail group’s
best “small” store at its annual, internal conference
and trade show held recently at the Gold Coast. Stores
were judged based on their application to customer
service, brand compliance and range, according to
Inside Retail.
Mitre 10 CEO, Mark Laidlaw said they recognise
stores that continually reinvent their business. He said:
“Finding the energy to go from ‘good to great’ is no
mean feat, so we celebrate their ethic and their application to continual improvement.”

http://goo.gl/iyuR6S

Mitre 10 NZ names best
female DIYer
Mitre 10 New Zealand has announced
that Sarah Coatsworth has taken out the
top spot in the Women’s DIY Challenge as
part of the Hilux Rural Games in Queenstown.
Coatsworth won the competition
by constructing a playhouse-sized barn
and putting up a fence. She was excited
to start spending her prize, a NZ$3,000
Mitre 10 voucher. Coatsworth said:
I’ve been eyeing up Mitre 10 catalogues recently and I can’t wait to load
up the trailer with products from my
local store in Rotorua using the prize
voucher.

Sunlite Mitre 10 features an interesting mezzanine level

Sunlite Mitre 10 store in Sydney, a Sapphire store
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Sunlite Mitre 10 was also awarded the 2015 NSW
Hardware Association’s Store of the Year in small
format category. Steven Czeiger, managing director
of the Sunlite Group said that receiving two awards in
one year was an “excellent achievement for our store
teams”. He added: “Receiving the award encapsulates
the customer service strategy of the Sunlite Group in
ensuring every customer is wowed and receives outstanding customer service”.
https://goo.gl/hmW2z

Mitre 10 gets letter from Woolies
Mitre 10 CEO Mark Laidlaw recently revealed to Fairfax
Media that Woolworths sent the hardware retail group
a letter and warned delegates at its Gold Coast conference to keep their conversations to “non-business”
matters. This followed Mitre 10’s invitation to a number of Home Timber & Hardware’s top members to its
annual event.
According to Fairfax Media, Mitre 10 is believed to
have invited up to 20 of HTH Group’s most successful
stores to its annual meeting. Hardware “insiders” suggested to Fairfax that Woolworths sent a letter to Mitre
10 “reminding” it of its obligations under competition
law and suggesting it could be contravening them by
inviting Home Timber & Hardware store owners to its
conference.
The profitable HTH Group is part of Woolworths’
decision to sell off or shut down its home improvement
division that includes the Masters chain. The sale or
liquidation of these business is currently entangled in a
complicated process to put valuation on Woolworths’
joint venture partner Lowe’s 33.3% stake in the big box
chain.

er generation until it is too late. Gordon said he was
exhausted from the heavy work load associated with
running the company he started in 1981 and knew he
could not continue indefinitely.
He conceded part of the burden related to his reluctance to embrace the digital age. Gordon spent most of
his waking moments doing all the paper work without
the aid of computers. That meant most weekends and
nights he was pouring over ledgers and accounts.
The industry also was changing as tools, which
had been the bread and butter of the company, became more affordable to buy outright rather than hire.
He said: “When I started the business, we were hiring
out power tools, nail guns and compressors. Now you
could get a circular saw from Bunnings for $39.”
With revenue slipping, Gordon realised it was time
for an injection of new blood. By this time Matt had
resigned from a career in the police service and decided to join the firm, initially as an employee and later as
managing director.
Gordon credits Matt with helping pull the business
back into profit after the global financial crisis, firstly
by reducing staff numbers from over 20 to around 13.
He said: “That is something I could not have done — I
always worry about people’s families and how they will
survive.”

http://goo.gl/FrqVkd

Family ties at Centenary Hire
The Courier Mail recently profiled builders and DIY
rental business, Centenary Hire based in Sumner Park
(QLD).
It was a fishing trip to Fraser Island almost 20 years
ago laid the ground work for Michael Gordon’s family
succession plan. He said: “I chartered a plane up to
Fraser Island and took my boys Matt and Chris fishing.
It was a family meeting on the beach and I told them
the business was available to them if they wanted it.”
At this stage, his sons were barely out of school
and it would be some time before he would be able to
step away entirely from the business. But the seed was
planted, with elder son Matt being particularly interested in stepping into his father’s footsteps.
However most family businesses do not even think
about handing over the reins of power to the young-

Secondly, Matt helped introduce a computer system for sales and accounting. Lastly, he changed the
product mix from the tools that could be purchased
cheaply at Bunning or Masters to more specialised
equipment such as scissor cranes, earth movers and
hire toilets.
The third-generation of Gordons, including Matt’s
three children as well as his nieces and nephews, will
be encouraged to learn about the business with a view
to running it in the future. But Matt points out they will
have to earn their way to the top.
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Big Box Update
Bunnings’ land purchase in
Ballina
Bunnings has confirmed it bought the 6500sqm parcel
of land adjacent to its Ballina store on Bruxner Highway
back in June 2015 for $1.8million. The land remains vacant at the moment. Andrew Marks, Bunnings’ general
manager – property told the Northern Star: “Bunnings
can confirm it purchased a small parcel of land to
facilitate the future expansion of Bunnings Warehouse
Ballina.”
The Wesfarmers-owned retail giant has been
pursuing a shift from smaller “home centres” (under
5000sqm) to larger-format warehouse stores (anywhere from 5000 to 21,000sqm) -- driven by population
growth and changing consumer preferences.
Displays of architectural and LED lighting, kitchens,
playground equipment and home automation goods
were taking significant floorspace in the bigger, upgraded stores.
http://goo.gl/xdtD7G

Extension at Bunnings Bathurst
Bunnings Bathurst manager Paul Cottam is very satisfied with the $17 million expansion of the store. Cottam
told the Western Advocate the expanded store is now
more than 60% larger and has a new café and DIY
workshop area, after the upgrade. The additional room
has allowed them to hold 40% more stock.
Cottam said most of the $17 million was spent on
extending the building and putting in comfort cooling.
He said the Bathurst store is the first Bunnings Warehouse to have it.
There is also a new tool shop, which is double the
size of the old one and project items are now available
in bulk.
http://goo.gl/lkdrDn

ers the long term potential of the area and population
numbers. We work closely with local planning bodies
like council, other businesses and community groups to
ensure Adi will positively impact the community.”
http://goo.gl/o6HOvV

Masters boss quits Woolworths
Matt Tyson, who became managing director of Woolworths’ home improvement division in January 2014,
will leave the business by the end of February, This will
leave former finance manager, David Walker to take
over. But Tyson will continue to work as a consultant for
Woolworths after his departure to “advise on the home
improvement exit process”, according to Fairfax Media.
Woolworths said Walker would report to outgoing chief
executive Grant O’Brien.
Tyson’s imminent departure comes as Woolworths
and its Masters joint venture partner Lowe’s try to
reach agreement over a price for Masters. One analyst
suggested that Tyson’s departure could play a strategic
part in Woolworths’ negotiations over the value of Masters, but he said the real issue was the performance of
Woolworths’ supermarkets. He told Fairfax: “The core
business, the supermarkets, is the problem here; I think
that’s the monster issue for Woolworths not Masters.”
The appointment of Walker is also being interpreted
as significant by some market watchers, who suggest
he will apply his number skills to the huge inventory in
Woolworths home improvement.
Suppliers claim Masters has not altered its stock
ordering since Woolworths announced its plans to quit
home improvement in January and draw a line under
the $600 million it has burnt trying to make Masters
work over the past four years.
Tyson plans to return to the UK and Woolworths
said he would not receive any exit payment.

Aldi going ahead, Masters not
sure
The Aldi store being built in Wendouree (VIC) will continue to go ahead despite the problems surrounding the
Masters Home Improvement store in the same homemaker complex. If the Masters was to close, it would
leave the Aldi store as the only building in the major
complex.
An Aldi spokesperson said the store was still on
track to open in late 2016. A spokesperson told The
Courier: “When establishing a new store, Aldi consid-
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BWP Trust monitors Masters
sites
BWP Trust owns almost $2.2 billion worth of Bunnings
stores – which are leased to Wesfarmers -- as well as
other industrial properties. Managing director Michael
Wedgwood recently told the Financial Review: “We’re
monitoring the Masters sales process in terms of
opportunities that comes out of that...The location of
stores and access to the right demographic are more
important to us than store size.”
Wedgwood also told analysts at its results briefing
recently that making new acquisitions had become “increasingly more challenging” with Bunnings stores trading at very tight capitalisation rates. He said: “Yields hit
a new low in the last calendar year and I expect they
will remain tight as a function of the low interest rate
environment.”
BWP Trust made no acquisitions during the reporting period. It last added to its portfolio in February last
year, when it bought a Bunnings site in Maribyrnong,
Melbourne for $39 million.
Instead, the trust has taken advantage of the more
favourable seller’s market to offload property. A Bunnings in Cairns is in due diligence and a Bunnings in
Lake Macquarie will be offered for sale this year, alongside an industrial property in Blacktown.
http://goo.gl/aqMLv1

Independent valuation on
Masters
Woolworths is expected to announce details of an
independent expert’s valuation of its Masters hardware
chain and, potentially, the name of its new chief executive, when it reports its half-year results.
There has been market speculation that both Woolworths and Lowes are firing up their legal teams ahead
of what could be a tough battle over the value of the
business.
Both companies have had their valuers determine
the worth of the business, which they have opted to
exit. But it is understood that with the pair unable to
agree, they are already putting in place an independent
valuation firm, which will determine a value within 10
days of its appointment.
Woolworths recently revealed that both parties
had agreed to a “short” extension to the time set out
for completing their independent valuations. However
details of a new deadline were not provided.
http://goo.gl/VfeoBl
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The house that USD20k built

F

US research into low-cost, high-value housing

or over a decade, architecture students at
Rural Studio, Auburn University’s design-build
program in a tiny town in West Alabama, have
worked on a nearly impossible problem. How do
you design a home that someone living below the
poverty line can afford, but that anyone would want
— while also providing a living wage for the local
construction team that builds it?
After years of building prototypes, the team recently
finished their first pilot project in the real world. Partnering with a commercial developer outside Atlanta, in a
tiny community called Serenbe, they built two one-bedroom houses, with materials that cost just US$14,000
(AUD$19,604) each.
The goal: To figure out how to bring the ultra-lowcost homes, called the 20K Home (AUD$28K), to the
broader market. Rusty Smith, associate director of
Rural Studio said:
We’re in a kind of experimental stage of the program, where we’re really trying to find out the best
practice of getting this house out into the public’s hands. Really this first field test was to find
out all the things that we didn’t know, and to find
out all of the kind of wrong assumptions that we
had made, and find out how we had screwed up,
honestly.
Years of architecture students, and their advisors,
have spent more than a hundred thousand hours
tweaking each detail of the house to optimise both
the function and the price. But the bigger challenge is
fitting a house that’s completely different than normal
into the existing system of zoning, and codes, how
contractors (tradies) do their jobs, and even mortgages.
Smith explains:

concrete and actually make the house stronger than
a typical foundation would. But the design isn’t in the
usual guides that code officials consult, so the architects had to go back and explain how it worked. Smith
said:
There’s a thousand and one things in the houses that are like that. You’d never see them, the
construction techniques, but the house is filled
with them. Construction techniques that make the
house not just less expensive, but actually makes
it perform better than they normally would.
To bring the house to everyone else who wants to
build it, the team realised they would have to create a
detailed guide that explained everything from how to
build each piece — with Ikea-like instructions — to how
to educate local officials. He said:
A traditional construction set basically tells a
builder what to build. And what we learned that
we really need is what we’ve come to refer to as
not a construction set, but an instruction set. That
not just tells what to build, but specifically how to
build it and even more important, why it should be
built that way.
In Serenbe, their first problem was a zoning issue:
The houses were too small. (It’s a common problem for
anyone trying to build a tiny home.) But they also realised there were numerous other issues, from dealing
with insurance, to the bank.
In the pilot project, the homes will be owned by the
community and shared with artists as part of a residen-

The houses are designed to appear to be sort of
normative, but they’re really high-performance
little machines in every way. They’re built more like
airplanes than houses, which allows us to have
them far exceed structural requirements ... We’re
using material much more efficiently. But the problem is your local code official doesn’t understand
that. They look at the documents, and the house
is immediately denied a permit simply because the
code officials didn’t understand it.
The foundation of the house, for example, uses
cantilevers, seesaw-like joists that help save wood and
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cy program. But in a typical case, when someone is
buying the house on a limited income and can’t afford
the US$20,000, banks won’t finance a mortgage for
such a small amount of money.
Regions Bank, which works with Rural Studio,
told Smith that a mortgage for a US$100,000 house
costs the bank about US$2,300. But a mortgage for a
US$20,000 house also costs US$2,300. Smith said:
There’s a lack of scalability. There are these structural things you can only scale down so far.
Now the bank has worked on their own design
problem: a new mortgage product made for the poorest
people to afford.
The team is trying to address all of the issues the
house faces at once. He said:
The most daunting problems aren’t brick and
mortar problems, they’re these network and
system problems that are threaded together and
all intersect in the built environment. We’re able to
attack all these problems simultaneously — when
we see a lever over here and wiggle it, we can very
clearly see the implication it has on other systems
down the road.
The houses also had to look good, despite the tiny
budget. The development near Atlanta might at first
seem like an unlikely place to build the pilot homes —
it’s a lush planned community that includes million-dollar houses. The architects partnered with the developer

for several reasons, including their ability to keep going
through seemingly impossible problems. But they also
liked the idea of showcasing the homes in such a desirable area. Smith said:
When was the last time you were driving down the
street by an affordable housing project and you
thought, ‘Boy, I really wish I lived in one of those
for myself’. The goal of 20K House is really to design a house that’s affordable, that anybody could
have — and that anybody would want.
Once they have the full “instruction set” ready, the
team wants to share it with anyone who wants to use it.
As he says, “The ultimate goal of the project is to give
it away.”
Originally, the project aimed for a house that would
cost US$20,000 in total, including construction, though
they now believe that more money may be needed to
provide a living wage for builders.
They’ve rejected the idea of using factory-made
prefab parts (something that a related project in the
area does), because one of the main goals is to also
provide jobs. Still, whatever the final cost, it will be
cheap. And if someone wants to put it together themselves, it would cost less than US$20,000. Smith said:
We provide the information to you, so that if you
wanted to sort of self-service the house yourself,
it is a house that with the right set of instructions,
anybody who wanted to could build it.
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Sainsbury buys HRG
Supermarket gets serious about home

S

ainsbury’s has agreed to the terms of a
GBP1.3 billion takeover of Home Retail Group
(HRG), owner of home and general merchandise retailer Argos.
The base offer implies a value of GBP1.1 billion for
the company, but Sainsbury’s is adding payments on
top, taking it to GBP1.3 billion. HRG said:

The combined group is also targeting double-digit
profit growth by the third year of the merger.
The merger will incur costs of GBP140 million, to
be spread out over three years, with a further GBP140
million to be spent on refitting stores to accommodate
Argos concessions and click and collect counters within Sainsbury’s supermarkets. Analysts at Investec said:

Whilst the board of Home Retail Group continues
to believe in the prospects for the standalone
company, it recognises that the possible offer will
provide an attractive opportunity for Home Retail
Group shareholders to receive a full valuation for
their shares, and, through their shareholding in the
combined group, also to participate in the value
created by the combined group from the transaction.

A significant proportion of synergies are tied up
within property and so we believe this means there
are only a select few with the excess space to
unlock these gains.

Recently, the company agreed a separate deal to
sell its DIY chain Homebase to Wesfarmers, clearing
the way for Sainsbury’s take on Argos.
Sainsbury’s chief executive, Mike Coupe said the
combined company “could bake a bigger cake than the
two companies could bake on their own”. He told The
Telegraph:
Our customers want us to offer more choice and
for that choice to be faster than ever, driven by the
rise of mobile phone and digital technology. It will
enhance both businesses in the way customers
respond.
The Sainsbury’s-Argos combination will have some
25 million customers, operating a chain of about 2,000
stores.
Sainsbury’s is buying Home Retail as part of
Coupe’s desire to serve customers “wherever and
whenever they want to shop”. It is particularly attracted
to Argos’ online and same-day delivery operations.
Some 40% of customers shop at both Argos and
Sainsbury’s and Coupe intends to take full advantage
of cross-selling opportunities. Argos will open up additional sale and delivery channels to Sainsbury’s, online,
in-store and via mobile.
There will be store closures where the networks
overlap and Argos outlets will be opened in Sainsbury’s
stores. Head office jobs will also go. In total, Sainsbury’s said it expects savings of GBP120 million within
three years.

The supermarket chain has said the Argos brand is
likely to disappear from many high street locations as it
is brought under the Sainsbury’s umbrella. This follows
the successful trial of Argos counters in selected Sainsbury’s shops last year.
The deal means that Sainsbury’s will have a bigger
non-food business than department stores, John Lewis
or Marks & Spencer
Argos, with its wide range, will undoubtedly provide
another avenue for growth for Sainsbury’s. However
Argos has itself been struggling and some analysts
remain unconvinced.
A particular worry is that the work involved in integrating the two businesses will distract Coupe and his
management team from the task of keeping Britain’s
second-largest food retailer on track against the continued onslaught of Aldi, Lidl and now Amazon.
Clive Black, analyst at Shore Capital, remained cautious on whether the Argos deal would succeed.
We can certainly foresee the closure of high street
Argos stores. Less clear is whether or not high
street Argos customers will simply get into their
cars and drive to a Sainsbury’s supermarket for
the Argos proposition…
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UK Indie Sales Down
4Q 2015 results poor

T

he most recent figures from the British Independent Retailers Association (BIRA) show
that a dramatic reversal of fortunes brought to
an end an 18-month run of turnover growth for small,
independent stores across a number of sectors.
For an extended period of time, DIY and hardware
indies have been amongst the top performers of stores
in BIRA’s quarterly sales monitor, consistently notching
up growth. But Q4 saw their year-on-year sales slide
by 2.4% -- matching the overall average year-on-year
decline among small shops, at 2.4%.
Comments made by those taking part in the survey
suggest that for DIY and hardware independents, the
weather has been mainly to blame for the fall-off in
sales. One Scottish member said:
October and November showed increase in turnover where December showed a small decrease,
this was due mainly to the unseasonal weather
with a drop in sales of fuel and heating products.
One retailer in the Midlands said:
The warm weather has had a drastic effect on the
sales of seasonal products. The sales of Calor Gas
and fireside products and heating must be 50%
down on a normal winter.
It was the same in the south west:
Sales of fuels and heating products drastically
reduced.
One hardware retailer in the north west said:
Christmas trading disappointed, which I think was
mainly down to the weather in December with the
constant rain keeping customers away.

order for garden canes delivered as this year I am
determined not to run out. Also seeds are already
selling well!
In other sectors, cook shop sales fell by 2.7% and
pet products were down 0.3%. Garden machinery and
tool hire fell further by 19.7%.
Only three sectors saw marginal growth: books,
toys and music, up 3.3%; furniture, floorcoverings and
beds, up 2.1%; and gifts and glass, up just 0.8%. BIRA
said:
While local conditions varied across the country, unseasonably warm and wet weather, falling
footfall, falling prices, deeper discounting in sales
and a rising tide of non-store retail in an ‘internet
Christmas’ triggered in November by Black Friday,
all contributed to the first quarterly drop in sales
since the beginning of 2014.
The results polarised confidence levels, with nearly
one in 10 people feeling very confident about the year
ahead, a third more than in Q3, but with one in 20
moving from reasonable confidence to anxiety. BIRA
concluded:
Retailers are by nature optimistic, it’s in the blood,
and this will stand them in good stead after a
warm and soggy fourth quarter. Facing increased
business rates, the loss of the GBP1,500 rates discount and the advent of the National Living Wage,
all in April, they will be counting on improved trade
to pump up results to overcome the added load
that the government seems intent on adding to
weigh down on high street buoyancy.

While another said:
We are based in South Cumbria and our Christmas trade was affected by the floods in December. Although we are only slightly down on last
year for this quarter, the fallout is still affecting us
with closed bridges and access to the shops.
However, on a more positive note, a south east
hardware independent store owner said:
Just amazing how busy it is and what with our
nearest B&Q closing this month can only be
positive about the future. Just had our biggest
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BuildDirect online market
The “Amazon” of home improvement?

B

uildDirect is an online marketplace for buying
home improvement products. The Canadian company recently opened its platform to
third-party sellers with the launch of its Home Marketplace.
The online platform enables suppliers and manufacturers of home improvement products such as flooring,
to sell through BuildDirect.com. Through the marketplace, consumers have a wider selection of products
-- the site has 7,000 SKUs and that’s expected to grow
this year. Sellers also can use BuildDirect’s analytics
as well as six warehouses in the United States to store
inventory.
BuildDirect’s co-founder and CEO Jeff Booth and
its VP of marketing Joe Thompson said in an interview
with Techcrunch that the company spent the last few
years perfecting its approach to how it ships its goods
around the US and Canada. Not surprisingly, selling
heavyweight products like flooring and roofing materials online takes a very different approach to logistics
than selling books.
While the Vancouver-based company can’t use FedEx or UPS to ship its goods, it’s still taking a page out
of Amazon’s playbook by using data analysis to predict
demand and adjust pricing to manage it. Booth said:
We are experts in shipping heavyweight home improvement products and now we have opened
up our technology to the industry.
Sellers can get better information
through our data, so they can remove costs from their supply chain
and provide high quality products
for less.
Real-time data is available to
sellers on the Home Marketplace seller
dashboard, which shows customer
demand for products and locations
where products perform best, according to Booth.
On the platform, BuildDirect
provides projections of sales for each
product, as well as an estimate of
what the retailer could be making if
it made adjustments. For example, a
retailer using BuildDirect’s warehouses
on the east coast of America could

shift to west coast facilities and reduce shipping costs
if demand is stronger in the west.
Booth said the percentage BuildDirect takes from
each purchase on the marketplace varies based on the
product category.
BuildDirect began in 1999 selling home building
materials and has expanded to categories including
furniture, landscaping and outdoor products.
Handling demand from customers has been a
challenge for BuildDirect and it struggled to keep some
items in stock. To some degree, that’s a good problem
to have for a retailer, but if it happens too often, it can
also frustrate potential buyers and send them to Home
Depot. However the online marketplace should help because the addition of products from other sellers gives
customers more options, explains Booth.
Through the marketplace, customers also have
access to a virtual design tool that allows them to place
flooring materials and appliances in a blueprint of a
room. The tool is currently available only for bathrooms,
but Booth said customers will be able to design kitchens on the site in April.
In December 2014 BuildDirect raised USD50 million
in Series C funding to invest in the technology for its
Home Marketplace. To date, the company has raised
USD112.21 million, according to Crunchbase.
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NEWS
Mr. Fothergill’s expands bulb
range
This season, Mr Fothergill’s is offering an extensive
bulb range of traditional favourites such as daffodils,
freesias and hyacinths, as well as a number of varieties
that have never been featured before including Allium
Drumstick, Anemone Poppy Blue, Dutch Crocus Tricolour, Nerine Wintercheer, Peacock Iris, Tulip Dynasty,
Fritillaria Mixed and Tulip Double Angelique. Managing
director Aaron Whitehouse said:
Growing bulbs is very rewarding for gardeners
of all experience levels, as they are easy to grow,
drought tolerant and hardy.

•

•

•

Most bulbs can be left in the ground year round
where they multiply and resurface each year with vibrant displays of colour.

•

Ready-to-Plant Bulb Trays
Mr Fothergill’s new Ready-to-Plant Bulb Trays also
make growing bulbs easy. These unique biodegradable trays are pre-filled with an assortment of the most
popular varieties and pre-spaced in the tray. Each tray
contains 45 bulbs.
All users need to do is dig a hole large enough to fit
the tray, plant it and cover with soil. The range includes
three mixes of spring favourites:
• Tulip & Friends (24 Freesia Massing Mixed, 11 Triteleia Light Blue, 10 Tulip World Favourite)
• Daffodil & Friends (24 Grape Hyacinth, 11 Triteleia
Light Blue, 10 Yellow Daffodil)
• Jonquil & Friends (24 Sparaxis Mixed, 11 Tritonia
Cream, 10 Jonquil Erlicheer)

Latest seeds for autumn
Johnsons is expanding its range of World Kitchen
seeds as Australian gardeners are branching out from
traditional vegetables to more exotic varieties. It was
launched 18 months ago with 80 vegetable and herb
seed varieties from around the world.
The selection has increased for autumn to include:
• Snow Pea Yakumo. This purple flowering variety
produces
large flat pods
to 13cm long.
The stems
and leaves
of immature
plants are
also commonly used as a

vegetable in Chinese cooking. The pod can also
been eaten.
Broccoletti Raab Rapini. Rapini has attractive
leaves that surround clusters of green buds resembling small heads of broccoli. It is known for its
nutty, savoury and intense flavour, and is associated with Italian, Spanish and Portuguese cuisines.
Leaves, buds and stems are all edible and highly
nutritious.
Chinese Cabbage Blues F1. A mild flavoured and
versatile vegetable with dense, barrel-shaped
heads. Very quick growing and slow to bolt variety.
Leek Jaune Gros du Poitou. Fast growing, thick and
stocky “shanks” with excellent flavour and attractive yellow-green leaves.
Radish Jutrzenka. Unusual, rose pink egg shaped
roots with crisp white flesh and a milder “not too
hot” flavour. Ideal for sowing between slower growing crops to make the most of available space.

ACDelco Tools enter Australian
market
The arrival of the ACDelco tool range in Australia –
including an 18V heavy-duty impact wrench and a
sensitive 10.8V 75mm mini polisher – means that local
customers can now get a product that is reasonably
priced, yet offers the grunt and power that is needed.
KC Tools CEO Stephen Stacey told Paint and Panel:
ACDelco hand tools are built for people who make
their living with their tools, every single day. It is
without doubt one of the most recognisable tool
names in the world, and appreciated by true tool
professionals. We are honoured to be able to be
the sole distributor for this important brand.
KC Tools is also looking to continue to expand on
the ACDelco range of tools, depending on the response
to the initial five tools that have been introduced so far.
Stacey said:
We anticipate that Australian technicians, mechanics, car enthusiasts and many others will
be keen to get access to the ACDelco series, so
we are open to considering bringing more of this
award-winning product range into the country.
It is an exciting time for the KC Tools network of
retailers.
The ACDelco products are being made available
through ordering online from KC Tools or through visiting a bricks-and-mortar location in its retail network.
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NEWS
Guild power tools provide
professional finish

Godfreys said it purchased The Service Company
(TSC) for $2.5 million, and plans to roll out its range of
environmentally friendly cleaning products across its retail network of 223 stores in Australia and New Zealand.
Auckland-based TSC is owned by interests associated with its chief executive Ian Jemmett, who will
continue to work for Godfreys. TSC’s focus on chemicals and consumables fills a gap for the Australian firm,
which has specialised in equipment sales.
The acquisition is set to make inroads into the
commercial cleaning market, which chairman Rod
Walker believes is highly fragmented. Walker, a former
managing director of the Freedom Furniture chain, said
Godfreys is scaling up its commercial cleaning operations in
a market segment worth about
$500 million.
The shift to “clean and
green” in the vacuum cleaner and commercial cleaning
sector has also been gathering
momentum. Walker said:

The new Guild power tool brand features sanders,
angle grinders, circular saws and drills. They have been
designed with easy to use buttons and controls so that
anyone from novices to keen DIYers can feel confident
when tackling DIY projects around the home.
With over 40 products to choose from, this extensive range can help users complete both small and
large-scale projects with ease and precision.
The Guild 18V Hammer Drill is a “must have” for
any toolbox. Screwdriving and drilling is made more
efficient with its 23 torque settings for greater versatility
and high power. This is a high
performance tool that can drill
into brick, stone, wood, metal
and plastics with ease.
For outdoor projects, the
range includes an 18V battery
that can be used on all of the
Guild 18V cordless products
as an additional spare. This is
There is a growing trend toideal if users are away from a
Guild corded drill
wards environmentally friendly
charge point. Guild brand manproducts
and
this
will
be a significant enhanceger, Sophie West said:
ment to our offering.
We understand that having the right tools that are
easy to use, great value for money and will get
Godfrey’s results
you that professional finish, is really important
The company recently delivered its first-half results,
to customers. We are confident in the quality of
which showed revenue had fallen 0.1% to $90.55 milour products and that’s why all our power tools
lion in the six months ended December 25, 2015.
come with a free two-year guarantee. Whether
Comparable store sales, which take out new store
it’s hanging a picture or making a bookcase from
openings, were down 5.2%. Statutory net profit after
scratch, the Guild range gives both amateurs and
tax was $3.6 million, down from $4.3 million. UnderlyDIY experts great tools to help carry out projects
ing net profit after tax was 17% lower at $4.5 million,
around their home.
compared with $5.4 million a year earlier.
For customers, the Guild range can be reserved
The company announced a profit downgrade on
free of charge for instant pick up from over 840 ArJanuary 13 which was caused by its failure to capitalise
gos stores around the UK or online at both Argos and
on the move towards stick vacuum cleaners. This led
Homebase. The full Guild range will be available in
to the replacement of chief executive Tom Krulis, who
Homebase stores from March 2016.
stepped down to make way for former Woolworths
executive Kathy Cocovski.
Godfreys makes green
Godfreys reaffirmed its new full-year profit forecast
acquisition
and expects an underlying net profit of between $8.5
Vacuum cleaner specialists Godfreys have acquired
million and $9.2 million.
a New Zealand company that supplies eco-friendly
It plans to open four more stores by the end of
cleaning products. It comes at a time when businesses
June.
increasingly want offices cleaned with “green” products
without the use of harsh chemicals, and home users
are shifting towards a more environmentally friendly
approach.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Smart lock for apartment owners

that funding came from real estate partners who have
invested in Latch in order to secure early or exclusive
access rights to the system. Two buildings in New York
are already slated to implement Latch in the 435 units
shared between them.
In the future, Latch is considering marketing its
product to individual consumers, although that’s not a
part of its early business model.

Start up company Latch is making its first smart door
lock available to real estate developers, so that apartments will come fully equipped with the high-tech entry
system. Because Latch is a smart lock, there are no
keys required so the lock is operated by passcode and
smartphone integrations.
For most city-dwellers and apartment-renters,
installing their own high-tech smart lock is out of the
Weber buys more app-enabled
question, because the landlord needs to be able to
brands
access the apartment too. That’s why Latch is targetConnected home device manufacturer, iDevices has
ing luxury apartment buildings in order to give tenants
entered into a definitive agreement to sell iGrill and
access to the lock through their standard rental agreeKitchen Thermometer to Weber-Stephens Products.
ment. (The company is also trying to do deals with
Outdoor grills and grilling accessories maker Weber
some offices and other commercial spaces like gyms.)
will continue to grow its line of connected cooking
Latch is even going so far as to discourage renters
products. The line currently includes four app-enabled
from passing out keys, unless a tenant
Bluetooth smart thermometers,
insists. That way keys can’t be lost
including iGrill2, iGrillmini, Kitchen
and buildings don’t have to change
Thermometer and Kitchen Therthe locks when someone moves out.
mometermini as well as several
Latch can open with a traditional
accessory probes. Tom Koos,
key, but its creators stress the passchief executive officer for Wecode as the primary operation for
ber-Stephen Products said:
locking and locking the door. Tenants
Weber is a lifestyle brand, and
will be able to issue temporary passwe believe that by increasing
codes to visitors and family members.
the interactive nature of our
And as with other smart locks, Latch
Latch
products, we enhance the already
features setting options that will unlock
amazing
experience
by grilling on a Weber. This is
the door as soon as the tenant’s smart phone is within
just our newest chapter in innovation, advancing
range.
us further into the way people integrate technoloSome of the obvious concerns with Latch-equipped
gy into their lives.
apartments have to do with privacy and security.
Theoretically, building owners and managers would be
able to access Latch’s detailed logs of door activity,
including each time a specific Latch device is opened
or closed.
Owners of large apartment buildings have the
benefit of a sort of attendance log in case incidents or
emergencies take place, but renters, who have access
to their own information as well, have little choice about
the tracking of their presence within Latch apartments.
Latch door locks also have hidden cameras that
snap pictures of guests at the door. Luke Schoenfelder,
co-founder and CEO of Latch, told Digital Trends in an
email:
Latch deeply values consumer privacy and intentionally limits the data they collect to increase the
security and safety of the building.
So far, Latch has raised a total of US$16 million in
funding to bring its first smart lock to market. Much of

iDevices will partner with Weber to release the next
generation of the iGrill app, which is expected to be
available in March 2016. Until then, iGrill and Kitchen
Thermometer users will be able to continue using their
product through the iDevices Connected app.
Lianne Kersey, iDevices’ marketing director, said
the company will now focus on its connected-home
products, the iDevices Switch, Outdoor Switch, Thermostat and four new products announced at the Consumer Electronics Show in January including Socket,
Wall Switch, Dimmer Switch and Wall Outlet.
This acquisition will really allow for iDevices to
focus 100% of its efforts on home automation and
our iDevices Connected app.
iDevices was founded six years ago with the launch
of iGrill as one of the first app-enabled products to hit
the market.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Cabot spins gold
Cabot Woodcare is launching a new finish, Cabot
Gold that blurs the lines between indoor and outdoor
living. It mimics the appearance of interior hardwood
floors outdoors for a luxurious look through two coats.
The first coat penetrates, while the second coat adds
dimension as it seals, to protect against UV sun damage, extreme temperatures and rain and moisture.
Cabot Gold is applied in three steps:
• Remove all existing stain, paint or sealer. Then
clean and sand the bare wood so Cabot Gold can
penetrate properly and seal properly.
• Let the first coat dry at least 24 hours before applying the second coat. Let dry for three days before
returning furniture to a deck.
• Applied properly, Cabot Gold will wear gracefully
without peeling.
Cabot Gold is available in four different stain colours and can be used on both cedar and pine. Stain
colours include Sun-Drenched Oak, Sunlit Walnut,
Fireside Cherry and Moonlight Mahogany.

Rover’s Jet blower assists in
quicker yard clean ups
Rover’s Jet blower is a high-airflow leaf blower that
pushes a volume of 650 cubic feet of air through the
end of the nozzle every minute at speeds of up to 208
km/h, thanks to its durable two-stroke 27cc engine.
The mixed-flow fan works by pulling in and pressurising a high volume of air, and then releasing a powerful 650 CFM (cubic feet per minute) to deliver superior

control over leaves and debris.
The tapered nozzle allows users to continue to
focus on a particular area and increase airspeed, while
maintaining volume. The Jet blower also incorporates a
diffuser to increase air speed and maintain the pressure
of high air volume.
The Rover Jet blower is battery starter compatible
which gives end-users easy starting to save them time
and energy. (The Power Start battery starter is sold
separately.) You can check out the video here:
https://goo.gl/INzfFj

Commemorative pruners from
Fiskars
The Special Edition Fiskars 365 Titanium Pruners are
a way for the company to thank its customers and
celebrate their 365th anniversary. Through its patented
Powergear technology, these hand pruners can reduce
tension, giving the user more torque. It also provides
three times more cutting power than traditional pruners.
The strength and precision of titanium blades make
cleaner cuts every time, which is important in preventing damage to plants and leaving them vulnerable to
disease. And the pruner’s ergonomic design is comfortable, and works as an extension of the user’s hand.
For over 365 years Fiskars have been creating
best-in-class durable and lightweight tools through
advanced engineering, and a heavy focus on ergonomics. As Finland’s oldest company, it continues to focus
on improving the consumer experience in the garden,
kitchen and craft categories.

Seeking opportunities

Career in merchandise
The buyer responsible for Mitre 10’s power garden
business will report to the category manager – power
tools & power garden. This position requires the successful candidate to deliver an effective seasonal product range and assortment plan; manage all marketing
and promotional activities; build strategic relationships
with key suppliers and work closely and supportively
with the entire store network.
http://goo.gl/PxdlFM

Paint sales at PPG

will look after the Bunnings and independent hardware
channels. Proven experience leading a sales team and
a sound knowledge of hardware and/or big box retail is
ideal.
http://goo.gl/wJ5Z3n

Managing Milwaukee accounts
The key account manager at Milwaukee must be able
to maintain existing client relationships, as well as
expand business relationships with important customers in line with the company’s business plans. This role
reports directly to the national sales manager.

The state sales manager in the PPG Architectural Coatings VIC/TAS team will be expected to manage and
drive the retail sales business ensuring revenue and
growth targets are achieved. This Victorian-based role
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HOT LINKS

Watching lawn paint dry

Low-VOC paint for pros

Eco Turf Paint can turn grass green using environmentally safe colourant spray, which improves the
appearance of grass without the need for constant
watering. The product can last up to three months and
has UV qualities. It is non-toxic and safe for pets and
people. Similar products have been popular in places
such as California where water restrictions are in place.

The PPG PAINTS brand has unveiled the next
generation of the <50 grams per litre volatile organic
compound (VOC) version of Break-Through! interior and
exterior waterborne acrylic paint. It offers a versatile
technology that provides adhesion, hardness and block
resistance to a wide range of surfaces. The product
also has a smooth, virtually brush-free finish that withstands cracking and peeling.

http://goo.gl/AMcDdV

http://goo.gl/fTtXtL

Husqvarna returns to Chelsea event

Tool brand for kids

Landscape designer Charlie Albone is going for
gold at the 2016 Chelsea Flower Show for the second
time in as many years. The host of FoxtelÕs Selling
Houses Australia will to return to the event following his
win of a Silver-Gilt Medal at the 2015 show. Albone was
the only Australian to be invited back to the prestigious
show for a second consecutive year, and will again
be sponsored by outdoor power equipment specialist
Husqvarna.

Stanley Jr. brings together one of the most recognisable names in tools with a new line of wood craft kits
and tool sets for children. They will feature real tools
that have been ergonomically designed for children’s
hands and physical skills. The range will be distributed
by Reeves International in North America and is scheduled to reach store shelves by June 2016.

https://goo.gl/RFremZ

http://goo.gl/Jgqztv
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